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			This practice- and research-based book caters to the needs of executive managers who see customer satisfaction as their primary goal. The authors identify the need for an effective complaint management strategy that prevents the loss of dissatisfied customers. Dissatisfied customers are at risk of migrating; accordingly, neglecting professional complaint management poses a considerable threat to customer relationships, sales and profits.

		
			The book offers a comprehensive management concept, which emphasizes direct contact with the complainant by employing complaint stimulation, acceptance, processing and reaction. Further, it discusses the relevant ‘backstage’ tasks involved in using complaint information to achieve quality improvements and cost reductions through complaint analysis, controlling and reporting.
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JavaScript and JSON EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Successfully build advanced JSON-fueled web applications with this practical, hands-on guide


	Overview

	
		Deploy JSON across various domains
	
		Facilitate metadata storage with JSON
	
		Build a practical data-driven web application with JSON



	In Detail

...
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Black Families at the Crossroads: Challenges and ProspectsJossey-Bass, 2004
This updated edition of the classic book Black Families at the Crossroads offers a comprehensive examination of the diverse and complex issues surrounding Black families. Leanor Boulin Johnson and Robert Staples combine more than sixty years of writing and research on Black families to offer insights into the pre-slavery development of the Black...
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CentOS BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Authoritative guide to a rapidly growing Linux distribution
    This is one of the first, if not the first comprehensive guide to the CentOS Linux operating system. Linux guru Tim Bornocyzyk, thoroughly covers the topic whether you're a Linux novice or a regular who now wants to master this increasingly popular...
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Free Will: An Introduction (Palgrave Philosophy Today)Palgrave Macmillan, 2013

	Can we ever act freely if everything we do is determined by our genes, our upbringing and our environment? On the other hand, if everything we do isn't determined, is it just a matter of luck what we do? What are the requirements on acting freely: are they easily satisfied by ordinary people so long as they aren't coerced or manipulated...
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Catalytic Cascade ReactionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Demonstrates the advantages of catalytic cascade reactionsfor synthesizing natural products and pharmaceuticals


	Riding the wave of green chemistry, catalytic cascade reactionshave become one of the most active research areas in organicsynthesis. During a cascade reaction, just one reaction solvent,one workup procedure, and...
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Keywords in Subversive Film / Media AestheticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Keywords offers a conversational journey through the overlying terrains of politically engaged art and artistically engaged politics, combining a major statement on subversive aesthetics, a survey of radical film strategies, and a lexicon of over a thousand terms and concepts.

	
		No other book combines an ambitious...
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